CONFLICT:

Spanish-American War
BY THE 1890s, Spain's imperialist
possessions had dwindled to
include Cuba and Puerto Rico in
the New World, Morroco and West
Africa in Africa, and the Philippines and Guam in the Pacific.
Industrialization had made
Cuba one of the world's leading
sugar exporters, attracting foreign
investment and rivals to Spain's
hegemony. The US had more than
$50 million invested in Cuba by
1895 and nearly 90 percent of
Cuban exports went to America,
while six percent went to Spain.
US investors bought large
plantations and the American government even tried to buy Cuba
after the first armed revolt, the Ten
Years War (1868-78). By the 1890s,
however, Americans bought less
Cuban sugar since Congress imposed high tariffs to protect US
farmers — a result of a failed trade-^
pact with Spain. In 1895, a band of
multi-racial and multi-class rebels
lead by Jose Marti, who believed
Spain's inability to deal with the
US would cripple the economy,
began a new Cuban revolt. (Marti
died in an early skirmish.)
Spain sent more than 200,000
soldiers to suppress the rebels.
Spanish Captain General Valeriano
Weyler forced combatants into
rural camps and cut water and
food supplies, hoping to starve the
revolution. They became known as
reconcentration camps (a precursor
to 20th-century concentration

camps). The rebels persisted
through the persecution, while the
fighting killed an estimated 20 percent of the Cuban population
before the US finally intervened.
American president Grover
Cleveland initially declared neutrality in 1895. However, Weyler's oppression of rebels and Cuba's crippled economy amplified the hawkish cries from Washington and Wall
Street. Support for intervention also
grew through newspapers, notably
William Randolph Hearst's New
York Journal and Joseph Pulitzer's
New York World. The two papers,
sourcing unreliable Cuban exiles,
ran sensational stories about Spain's
cruel acts. This style of reporting
was labeled "yellow journalism".
William McKinley replaced
Cleveland as president in March
1897, and although he wanted to
• avoid mobilizing the precarious US
Navy, the president declared that
America would intervene if Spain
failed to resolve the Cuban crisis.
On 15 February 1898, the USS
Maine exploded while in Havana
Harbor, killing 266 men. A Spanish
investigation concluded that the
ship sank due to an engine fire,
while the Americans concluded that
the Maine had been attacked.
The US Congress demanded
Spain — who was prepared to
grant Cuba limited independence
— give the nation complete autonomy. Spain refused. Congress
declared war on 25 April 1898
(retroactive to the 21st) and McKinley asked for 125,000 volunteers
(later 267,000) to fight.
Meanwhile in the Philippines,
another revolt against
Spanish authority was

occurring. American Commodore
George Dewey sailed with exiled
rebel leader Emilio Aguinaldo to
Manila. There, Dewey destroyed
the surprised Spanish fleet on May
1, but did not have enough men to
wage a ground war. McKinley ordered 15,000 soldiers to Manila; en
route, the US cruiser Charleston
shelled Guam and accepted its surrender.
In Cuba, the US Navy blockaded Havana and turned its attention
to the harbor at Santiago de Cuba,
where Spanish Admiral Pascual
Cervera y Topete had concentrated
the Spanish fleet (six ships).
On July 1, a disorganized offensive of 10,000 American soldiers and
5,000 Cuban guerrillas, led by General William Shatter, took place at
San Juan Hill. With the help of
Theodore Roosevelt's Texas "Rough
Riders", the Americans eventually
forced the Spanish army to retreat
— which then forced Cervera's
ships to attempt an escape from
Santiago Harbor. The US Navy sunk
the last of the Spanish fleet on July 3
and Cervera surrendered on July 17.
By August, America had control of
Manila and Puerto Rico as well.
Hostilities ended before September.
On 10 December 1898, Spanish
President Praxedes Mateo Sagasta
and McKinley signed the Treaty of
Paris. The treaty gave the US control of Guam and Puerto Rico.
Spain sold the Philippines to America for $20 million and promised to
sever all colonial ties with Cuba.
With the Treaty of Paris came
the end of Spain's imperialist era •
and the transformation of American foreign policy from isolationism to a new brand of burgeoning
imperialism.
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